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You are cordially invited to ‘Pop of Colour’, an exhibition of contemporary artworks by Mario Scotto & 
Sebastian May, two contemporary artists from Walthamstow, London. 

Private View: Thursday,30th October 2014, 18.00-21.00
Exhibition Opening: Mon-Fri 9.00-16.30 | Sat 9.30-14.30 | Sun 10-14.30
Venue: Arts & Crusts, 19 Victoria Rd, London, E17 4JT

In their first collaboration, Scotto and May have come together to exhibit some of their most recent works of 
art, all of which investigate our experience of colour through photography and painting. Both artists make 
use of vivid shapes, bright hues and sharp geometry to draw us into the deeper themes of their works. Mario 
Scotto’s photographs are inspired by his unique perceptions of the ordinary urban landscape, and Sebastian 
May reflects on recent social progress made in environmental and wildlife protection.   

Mario Scotto exhibits a series of eye catching photographs capturing the unexpected beauty of the ordinary.  
His passion for colour and his eye for quirky details inform each piece as he makes art from the mundane and 
the overlooked. See more of his works on www.flickr.com/photos/62412002@N06/

Sebastian May showcases a series of mixed media works and paintings in an exploration of society’s 
relationship with nature, in particular with our continual conflict with the immediate environment that 
surrounds us. His collection resembles a visual call for action, as he uses irony and humour to question our 
progress in environmental and wildlife protection. http://www.smayart.com

Mario Scotto (b. Cagliari, Italy) Architecture/Interior Design trained, passionate graphic designer and amateur 
photographer. Recent exhibitions: Chelsea Arts Collective PopUp Exhibition, Chelsea (London, UK)

Sebastian May (b. Wiesbaden, Germany). Recent exhibitions: Departure (London, UK), Studio73 (London, UK), 
The Accidental Festival (London, UK), Milk & Two Pop-up Gallery (London, UK), Café Eterno (London, UK), 
Gallery of Mo/ Movember (London, UK), Artspace K2 (Remagen, DE), Bow Arts Trust (London, UK), The Other 
Art Fair (London, UK)

For further information please visit https://www.facebook.com/events/582832965155341/ or contact the 
artists directly.
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